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1999). Also, the stability of the vehicles gets impacted by the serpentine motion due to the 
higher number of passing/overtaking manoeuvre of vehicles in non-lane based mixed traffic 
stream. In the case of manoeuvres like higher deceleration/braking, sudden lane change, and 
the change in direction within the lane increases the frictional demand. Larger frictional 
forces are required to keep the vehicle stable on its path. Also, the increase in traffic volume 
and speeds results in a faster reduction in the frictional capabilities of the pavement surfaces. 
The current statistics exhibits that maximum of the traffic accidents occurs by the vehicle 
instability caused due to the loss of friction between tire and road. Hence, studying the 
driving behaviourregarding the vehicle stability is important to know the design consistency 
level and the safe/unsafe behaviour of drivers. In the present paper, all the three dynamic 
parameters (like speed, lateral and longitudinal acceleration/deceleration) are used altogether 
to analyse driver’s safe or unsafe driving behaviour on both plain and hilly roads. The present 
study is predicated on the dynamic equilibrium of the vehicles. The objective of this study is 
to assess the drivers’ risk-takingdrivingbehaviour based on critical driving situations occurred 
due to vehicle instability.  

During vehicular motion, driving dynamics considers the vehicle’s properties and road 
characteristics. The concept of braking coefficient was initially developed by Lamm, (1973) 
and Lamm et al. (1991). Thisconcept suggests a quantitative perspective evaluation of the 
design consistency based on the difference between side friction supply and demand.The 
coefficient of friction equations and their values used in different countries (like Austria, 
Australia, Britain, Canada, France, Germany, Greece, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland and 
United States) are discussed by Harwood et al. (1998) based on each country’s stopping sight 
distance (SSD) design policy.Various authors have reported some specific dynamic 
parameters like longitudinal and lateral acceleration which can be used to characterize driving 
style (safe/unsafe or aggressive) of the driver (Biral et al., 2005; Klauer et al., 2009; Johnson 
and Trivedi, 2011; Shaour and Bodenmiller, 2011; Paefgen et al., 2012; Vaiana et al., 
2014).Driving safety or vehicle stability also depends on frictional force of the road which 
depends on the coefficient of friction of the road and weight of vehicle (Lamm et al., 1996; 
Lamm et al., 1999; Gibreel et al., 1999; Lamm et al., 2002; Psarianos et al., 1998). This 
indicates one of the reasons why vehicles with different configurations experience different 
safety conditions while travelling on curved road segments. The friction demand may exceed 
from the available friction reserve for any manoeuvre. The formulations of vehicle dynamics 
claim that, although the side friction demand values remain in the range of those assumed by 
the point-mass model (since the various vehicles and road parameters do not significantly 
influence its magnitude), the longitudinal frictional demand result from a relationship of the 
vehicle characteristics and road parameters. In the past, various studies related to safety 
assessment were conducted for turning movements on curved roads using side friction 
(Hisaoka et al., 1999; Glennon, 1971; Wallman and Astrom, 2001; Kritayakirana, 2012; 
Singh and Taheri, 2015; Eboli et al., 2016).Chakraborty et al. (2015)andGhandour et al. 
(2010) proposed a new approach for estimating maximum tire/road friction coefficient to 
detect the loss of friction which directly impacts the road safety. Also, Donnell et al. (2015) 
describe various friction concepts used in horizontal curve design. They also compare the 
lateral friction margins for different vehicle types and operating speeds to friction supply 
curves developed based on field measurements on multilane rural highways. In the past 
studies, the researchers have developed a correlation between the driver's aggressiveness and 
their cautious behaviour based on parameters like headway, lane change, speed, turning angle 
of the steeringwheel,etc. (Wang et al., 2014; Taubman et al., 2004). 
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Hisaoka et al. (1999) stated that g-g diagram couldbe implemented for distinguishing the 
driver behaviour. The g-g diagram depicts both the longitudinal and lateral accelerations 
normalised with gravity in y-axis and x-axis respectively. Biral et al. (2005)stated that g-g 
diagram is one of the practical ways to characterisevehicle’s driverbehaviour according to the 
driver's motion perception and the risk level acceptance. A prototype mobile application is 
developed by Vaiana et al. (2014) to evaluate the aggressiveness of the drivers by plotting 
vehicle’s acceleration (longitudinal/lateral) on the g-g diagram. Biral and Lot, (2009) used an 
interactive analytical model to explain features of normalised acceleration diagram (g-g 
diagram) of racing motorcycles. Brach and Brach, (2011), presented a realistic version of the 
tire-force circle/ellipse which incorporates slip angle, traction slip, and the actual non-linear 
tire force. 

From the literature review, it is observed that the lateral acceleration, longitudinal 
acceleration, and operating speed are the three primary vehicular parameters to determine the 
driving behaviour of a vehicle. The safe driving on any roadway section mainly depends on 
braking coefficient or coefficient of friction. Also, g-g diagram or the friction circle/ellipse is 
one of the practical methods for characterising driving behaviourregarding the vehicle 
dynamics and risk perception level of the driver. Though many studies had been conducted to 
analyse the vehicle stability control or the safety assessment, most of the studies were carried 
out only on the curved sections with nearly homogeneous and lane disciplined traffic. In 
India, the heterogeneous and weak (or no) lane disciplined traffic leads to the serpentine 
motion (frequent lane change, change in direction within the lane,etc.) of vehicles also on 
straight roads resulting in higher frictional demand with discomfort to drivers. As many types 
of vehicles (with wide variation in their sizes and operating characteristics) are present in 
such traffic stream, the road safety is one of the major issues in such type of traffic 
stream(Psarianos et al., 1998). Hence the study of the driver behaviour in such mix traffic 
condition at the design friction coefficients as per Indian Roads Congress standard (IRC:66 
1976) is highly recommended for both the plain as well as hilly terrain roads. Therefore, the 
present paper focuses on the study of the drivingbehaviour of vehicles on the plain and hilly 
roads of different cities based on the dynamic equilibrium of the vehicles. All the three 
parameters (operating speed, lateral/longitudinal acceleration, and braking coefficient) are 
used altogether to analyse driver’s safe or unsafe driving behaviour over different roads. The 
g-g diagram or the friction circle method is used to characterise the driver behaviour of five 
different type of vehicles on both plain and hilly terrain. 

2. Study Methodology 

The present study explores the operating speed and longitudinal/lateral acceleration of 
different vehicles (i.e. Sports Utility Vehicles,SUV; Sedan car; Hatchback car,H-
Back;motorised three wheelers and motorised two wheelers) on roads of the various major 
cities of India. The road trajectory includes straight roads, curves, and roads with a different 
number of lanes on both plain and hill terrain. Video V-Box along with (GPS with 10 Hz data 
logging frequency) a display unit (for real time monitoring) are installed in the subject 
vehicles (hereafter referred as instrumented vehicle) which were used for data collection 
(Figure-1). 
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(lateral and longitudinal acceleration on x-axis and y-axis respectively). Hence, the driver 
behaviouris evaluated by using friction-circle concept presented by the g-g diagram (Figure-
3). The maximum resultant friction coefficient is the radius of the friction circle. It is 
calculated with the maximum coefficient of longitudinal friction (μx) and the lateral friction 
(μy) provided for the design purpose. 

1 

whereμx= /  and μy = / [ =longitudinal acceleration/deceleration &  is the lateral 
acceleration (right or left turn) of a vehicle] 

 

 Figure 3. Friction Circle (Singh and Taheri, 2015) 

Based on the Newton’s second law of motion, the friction force and acceleration are 
associated with each other. The accelerations of a vehicle can be measured more easily than 
the frictional forces. A vehicle is subjected to an acceleration vector ( ), which have two 
components, longitudinal acceleration in the direction of mobility ( ) and lateral 
acceleration in the transverse direction of mobility ( ) of the vehicle. 

| | 2 

By considering longitudinal and lateral friction, and the concept of the ellipse of adherence, 
Eboli et al.(2016) obtained a circumference representing a limit between the safe and unsafe 
driving conditions.  Assuming a constant value of friction factor and there is no super 
elevation, obtained the formulation for acceleration vector; 

. 3 

Where, = gravitational acceleration & = maximum permissible coefficient of friction or 
braking coefficient 

The above equation represents a circumference radius of ( . ), cantered at origin, where 
lateral and longitudinal accelerations are plotted on y-axis and x-axis respectively (Figure-4). 
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acceleration remains low at the higher operating speed of vehicles. The data points are 
clustered within ±2 m/s2 acceleration limitafter 40 km/h speed in all vehicle cases, which is 
also below the acceleration limit curve obtained by Eboli et al.(2016). Only a very less 
percentage of data crosses the safe limit. It is also observed that, though the resultant 
acceleration limit (obtained from the design friction coefficient values) decreases with the 
increase in speed, there is a very less difference in the maximum resultant acceleration limit 
of zero speed and 100 km/h speed. These obtained limits are also higher compared the values 
obtained by Eboli et al.(2016).  

From the scatter plot of resultant acceleration presented in Figure-10, one can observe that 
the percentage of data points outside the safety domain are very small. The 99% of data 
points lies within the safetydomain curve for all type of cars (H-Back, Sedan, and SUV), as 
shown in Table-2. However, for motorised two-wheeler and three-wheeler, the data lies 
outside the safety limit curve are more than 3% and 2% respectively. Though the longitudinal 
acceleration capability of cars is higher than that of motorised two-wheeler and three-
wheeler, the resultant acceleration of both the vehicles ishighcompared to the cars. This is 
due to their higher lateral acceleration values compared to cars. This indicates that the lateral 
manoeuvre of two-wheeler and three-wheeler are high in all operating speed conditions. 

Table 2. Percentage of external data points lies above the limit curve 
City Name Vehicle Type 

2W 3W H-Back Sedan SUV 
Delhi × 1.18 0.38 0.89 0.19 
Kolkata 3.30 1.95 0.12 0.41 0.13 
Bengaluru 1.41 2.04 1.28 1.69 1.28 
Pune 8.39 1.30 0.49 0.12 0.66 
Mumbai × 0.46 × 0.49 0.43 
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To identify the safe or unsafe behaviour of the driver throughout travelled path (entire 
trajectory), the resultant acceleration ( ) trend with respect to the distance travelled of the 
vehicles are plotted. The safe/unsafe points in the entire road are identified by relevant 
exceeding limits. In case of unsafe behaviour of driver, the acceleration extends outside the 
safety domain. Therefore, such spatial plots helps in detailed analysis of risk driving 
conditions (the points where the drivers are taking risk while driving throughout the entire 
trajectory). Further, such plots highlight the design inconsistency of the road stretch using the 
indicator as the points where drivers’ acceleration extends beyond safety domain. The 
acceleration trend with distance travelled are generated for different vehicles travelled in each 
city individually. Though the data collection trajectory is very long for each cities, only the 
first 5 km (5000 m) stretch are presented in Figure-11. 

Figure-11 indicates that in the case of a motorisedtwo-wheeler, the acceleration exceeds the 
limit curve in most of the stretches of the total trajectory compared to other vehicle types. In 
the case of cars in all three cities (Delhi, Kolkata, and Mumbai), the points are more 
concentrated (follow the limit curve) and they exceed the safety domain at very few points. A 
safe and attentive driving behaviouris observed by the high-speed vehicles (all cars). It can be 
concluded that the randomness of the points reduces the size and capability of vehicles 
increases. The unsafety of the drivers is emphasised by the external points lying outside the 
limit curve indicating higher lateral/veering manoeuvre of vehicles. This veering 
manoeuvreindicates higher overtaking and frequent lane changing the behaviour of all types 
of vehicles which impliesmost unsafe behaviour of the driver. It can be observed from the 
study that the Bengaluru and Pune drivers are comparatively more aggressive than Delhi, 
Kolkata, and Mumbai. In the case of Bengaluru and Pune, the high-speed vehicles also show 
an unsafe condition at many road sections within the selected 5000 m path. However, the city 
wise acceleration presented in Figure-10 indicates that most of the data points lie within the 
safety envelope for all types of cars (less than 1% data lies outside the safety limit curve) 
except motorised two wheelers and three wheelers. This study can give a useful contribution 
regarding theimprovement of road safety. The safety domain defined is helpful in identifying 
those points/sections of the roadway where majority drivers show unsafe (risk taking) 
behaviour. Safety at such identified points/sections can be improved by providing necessary 
preventive measures or warning the drivers about it.  

One of the main observation from the present study is that the unsafe behaviour of vehicles is 
mostly observed at lower to medium operating speed (i.e. below 30 km/h speed). This 
observation is due to the frequent interaction in the lateral and longitudinal direction of the 
subject vehicle in the urban roads with mixed, and no lane disciplined traffic. Hence, mostly 
the driver take the risk to pass or filter through the traffic at moderate speed conditions to 
overtake the slow moving vehicles. However, Eboli et al. (2016) observed that the higher 
lateral manoeuvreis observed at higher speeds (40-60 km/h).  Due to the lane disciplined 
traffic, vehicles shift laterally only at the time of overtaking or lane changing (from high-
speed lane to lower speed lanes or vice versa). This behaviouris observed during the 
moderate to the high speed of vehicles for lane based traffic i.e. 40 to 60 km/h. 
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The acceleration trend in space (i.e. with distance travelled) also indicates an unsafe or 
risky driving of the driver (Figure-14c and 14d). The cars exceed the limit curve at most 
of the stretch while driving, unlike the SUV cars at plain terrain roads of different cities. 
It can also be observed that the vehicle exceeds the design limit more frequently in 
Siliguri-Gangtok roads than the Guwahati-Shillong road (within the selected 5000m 
stretch). To know the driving behaviour in detail the impact of different horizontal and 
vertical curves on the driving behaviour need to be analysed further. 

5. Conclusions 

The dynamic parameters like speed, lateral and longitudinal acceleration can very well 
represent the driving behaviour of vehicles in a mixed non-lane disciplined traffic. The 
lateral as well as the longitudinal force coefficients, generated by the tire and road 
interaction while driving, are the key factors for vehicle stability and the driving safety. 
The proposed methodology can be used to characterise the driving style i.e. cautious or 
aggressive behaviour of the driver. The tire-forces model (g-g diagram) is used to 
implement safety margin concept. 

The driving behaviour (adoption of safe or unsafe driving) is analysed by considering 
dynamic parameters like operating speed, lateral and longitudinal accelerations of the 
vehicles on both plain and hilly terrain roads. The proposed g-g diagram can easily 
demonstrate the safe or unsafe behaviour of a driver. The normalised accelerations with 
gravity (ax/g and ay/g) are plotted, and compared with the friction circle obtained from 
the design coefficient of friction. The friction points lie outside the safety envelop are 
considered as the risk-taking driving behaviourand is considered as unsafe. It is 
observed that in all cases the drivers of different vehicles adopts the safe driving in case 
of plain terrain roads (i.e. nearly 99% data lies within safe limit envelope “g-g 
diagram”) except the motorised two wheelers (97%). It is observed that the 
motorisedtwo-wheelers are the most risk-taking drivers compared to cars in plain 
terrain. However, for SUV cars at Hill roads, the g-g diagram also represents a circular 
shape indicating higher lateral/longitudinal manoeuvre. The drivers take more risk to 
achieve their desired speed than the design limit at hill roads (more than 5% data lies 
outside the limit curve) indicating an aggressive driving. 

The proposed diagram for resultant acceleration and design speed (safety domain 
curve), can easily demonstrate the safe or unsafe driving behaviour. The acceleration 
trend with the progressive (distance)interpret the exact locations of the trajectory where 
the driver experience sudden acceleration or deceleration (braking)additionally the 
points where lateral acceleration crosses the lateral threshold of the road design as stated 
by Eboli et al.(2016). It can be concluded from the present study that in all cases the 
drivers in plain terrain (different regions of the country) mostly drive within safe limit 
exceptmotorised two wheelers. Motorized two-wheelersmostlycross the safety domain 
very frequently. However, the SUV car in hilly terrain takes more risk than all vehicles 
in plainterrain while driving. This is due to the difference in road geometry. Hence, a 
brief analysis of driving behaviour on individual horizontal and the vertical curve are 
needed to see the impact of radius and gradient of the curve on lateral manoeuvre of the 
vehicles. This study can contribute to the road safetyimprovement. The defined safety 
domain is an important tool for finding the points on the trajectory, where the driving 
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behaviour is safe/unsafe toinform him about his driving behaviour and produce the 
threshold of attention to take preventive measures. 
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